
On This Day: July 30, 2000 –
i-Generation  Superstars  of
Wrestling  (Rodman  Down
Under):  Son  of  Heroes  of
Wrestling
Rodman  Down Under
Date: July 30, 2000
Location: Sydney SuperDome, Sydney, Australia
Attendance: 10,000
Commentators: Vince Mancini, Ted DiBiase

Why does Youtube have to torment me like this? This is a one off PPV from
a tour of Australia that a bunch of old guys (and Dennis Rodman for no
apparent reason) put together for a quick buck. The organization is
called i-Generation Superstars of Wrestling for whatever reason they came
up with. Let’s get to it.

The opening video shows Rodman jumping Hennig over and over, making him
the heel for the main event. I’m as shocked as you are.

The production values aren’t bad at all as the show is well lit and
there’s a pretty good crowd.

Ted and Vince run down the card and tell us the main event is an
Australian Outback match, which likely means hardcore.

Here’s Hennig to open the show by talking. He talks about Rodman leaving
the basketball court to come into the wrestling world where all Hennig
has to do is show up. Hennig wants to fight Rodman RIGHT NOW but Rodman
is still in street clothes. Dennis talks about how awesome he is and how
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he’s going to beat Hennig and can I get my money back for this nonsense?
Hennig starts a Dennis Sucks chant but Rodman says they’re here to see
him….and that’s it. This is already a waste of my time.

Public Enemy attacked the Road Warriors at a press conference. Good to
know.

Tag Titles: Public Enemy vs. Road Warriors

Public Enemy is defending and this is a tables match for no reason
whatsoever. Before anyone complains, yes I know Public Enemy does a lot
of tables stuff, but there’s no story point to this being a tables match.
There’s no story period but that’s to be expected. Public Enemy wants the
fans to shut up during the match or Grunge will beat them all up. It’s
going to be a night of cheap heat isn’t it? The Warriors’ stomachs are
literally hanging over their tights in a sign of the times.

Rocco jumps Animal to start but the Warrior comes back with some lame
clotheslines. Grunge comes in and is knocked to the floor seconds later
as the announcers make fun of him for being out of shape. Hawk comes in
to pound away and hits the flying shoulder to put Grunge down. These guys
are really looking their age out there and it’s pretty sad to see. Back
to Rocco who is slammed off the top and caught in a powerslam for two.
Wait isn’t this a tables match?

Back to Animal vs. Grunge with Johnny clotheslining him out to the floor.
Rock whips Animal into the barricade and hits him with the lethal bottle
of water to the head. Public Enemy pounds him down in the corner but Rock
misses a running crotch attack at the ropes. Grunge breaks up the hot tag
attempt and Rocco goes up as this match is still in slow motion. Rocco
jumps into a boot to the face and we finally get the hot tag to Hawk.

He takes both Enemies down with some lame neckbreakers before missing the
top rope clothesline to a downed Grunge. Everything breaks down and Hawk
is laid out on a table for the flip dive from Rocco….which doesn’t end



the match. Rock is confused so he tries again on another table but drives
himself through it instead. Animal hits a horrible shoulder to Grunge in
the ring but Rock pops him with a chair. We get a table in the corner now
and a spear/shoulder from Animal sends both Enemies through it for the
titles.

Rating: D-. This is only above a failure because I love the LOD (Legion
of Doom, meaning the Road Warriors for you young pups). It was sad to see
these teams looking so old and out of shape but the rules made it even
worse. They went back and forth between pins and tables with the table on
the floor not counting. I’m assuming it’s because it wasn’t in the ring
but the announcers nor the referee ever told us that.

Here are the I-Generettes to fill in time on an hour and forty five
minute show.

Barbarian vs. Brute Force

Force is Brutus Beefcake and this is a hardcore match for no apparent
reason. Brutus pulls Barbarian away from posing for a trashcan shot to
start things off. Some broomstick choking has Barbarian down in the
corner but a low blow stops Force’s force. Yeah I know that was bad but
this show is dumbing me down and we’re not even half an hour into it. A
headbutt low gets Barbarian yelled at for no reason but a trashcan to the
head is fine. The announcers talk about a popcorn machine as Barbarian
stomps him down in the corner. I could go for a hot snack to keep me
awake too.

We head to the floor with Barbarian being rammed into the table and hit
with the trashcan again. Barbarian fights from his back with trashcan lid
shots but has to avoid a shot with the steps. Back in and Brutus is hit
with a 2×4 and punched in the head a lot. Some choking with a chain does
no good for Barbarian as Brutus comes back with an atomic drop and a low
headbutt. A Stunner, a DDT and a piledriver get two each for Brutus but a
single kick to the chest/ribs is good for the pin for Barbarian.



Rating: D-. This is a good example of the problem with gimmick matches:
there’s no reason for this to be a hardcore match so it’s just two people
hitting each other with trashcans for ten minutes. That doesn’t make for
an interesting match but rather a boring waste of time until we get to a
very stupid finish that made Barbarian of all people look tough instead
of the hero.

More from the dancers.

Brandi Wine vs. Sweet Destiny

I’ve never heard of either chick and from what I can find they have about
five career matches between the two of them. Wine has Fred Ottman
(Tugboat) with him here under the name of Sugar Daddy for no apparent
reason. Wouldn’t Sugar Daddy make more sense for the chick named Sweet?
Instead Destiny has some boxer named Aussie Joe Martin as her second.
Neither chick looks that good but Destiny is the face. She’s also the
hips and stomach but I guess the dancers are all the skinny non-wrestlers
the company could afford. Think a slightly chunkier Nidia.

Feeling out process to start which turns into a bad dance off. They seem
to be avoiding contact due to a lack of talent. Destiny takes her down
with a decent throw but is sent into the buckle very slowly. A catapult
sends Destiny into the corner again as these girls are making the Bellas
look like Trish and Lita. Brandi poses a lot and drags her down by the
hair a few times. Bad choking ensues as this match just keeps going. A
clothesline puts Destiny on the floor and Brandi rams her into the table
a few times.

Wine poses a lot to further drag out the match time. How can a show have
five matches and need to fill in this much on a card? A pinfall reversal
sequence gets a few near falls each until Sugar Daddy trips up Destiny.
Sugar Daddy and Aussie Joe (who is old and in a referee shirt for some
reason) get in a fight with Joe dropping him with one right hand. Destiny
gets two off a good German suplex but gets slammed off the top. Brandi



goes up as well and gets superplexed down for the pin.

Rating: D. Somehow this was the match of the night so far. It wasn’t good
in the slightest but they were trying and I’ve seen FAR worse female
matches before. On the other hand, these girls looked lost out there at
times, which makes you wonder why they got nearly fifteen minutes to work
with. Nothing to see here at all, especially when you had Trish Stratus
at the peak of her hotness in the WWF at this point.

Hey look: more dancing!

Australasian Title: One Man Gang vs. Tatanka

Yes seriously. Tatanka is defending and is the face, but wouldn’t you
think he would be a heel for being so proud of being from another
country? The Gang thanks the fans for their support but wants the women
to wash their underwear before they throw them to him. Gang looks so old
it’s unreal. He pounds away in the corner to start and gets two off a
clothesline. Tatanka comes back with kicks and chops as this is somehow
less interesting than the girls.

Gang is sent to the floor and complains about how bad he smells. He takes
a walk up the aisle and after nearly a minute the fans fill the ring with
trash. Back in and they trade wristlocks with Gang pounding down into the
shoulder. Tatanka comes back with shots to Gang’s shoulder as well and a
chop to the head for two. A nearly botched cross body gets two more for
Tatanka but Gang hits one of his own for two. Tatanka works the leg for a
bit as this is already going longer than it should.

Gang kicks him to the floor but gets caught in a sunset flip for two. The
big man slowly drops knees as I go read Gone with the Wind to fill in the
time. Off to a nerve hold until Gang drives some shoulders into Tatanka’s
ribs. Gang misses a running charge in the corner but Tatanka charges into
a boot in the corner. A big fat legdrop makes me wish I was watching a
Yokozuna match but Tatanka avoids a second one. I’m assuming he does as



the camera was on fans in NWO shirts.

Tatanka makes his comeback and a chop to the head gets two. He rams
Gang’s head into the buckle but the referee is crushed off a whip. Gang
is slammed off the top and chopped in the head but there’s no referee.
The fat man loads up some brass knuckles and knocks out the Indian for
the pin and the title after nearly TWENTY MINUTES.

Rating: F+. I’ll give Gang credit here: he was trying. He was playing to
the crowd and actually moving a bit out there which is more than you can
say for most of the wrestlers tonight. The match was WAY too long though
and on a show already this bad there’s no reason for it to go this long.
Did they only have twelve people for the show or something?

Remember those dancing girls who have done the same dance three times
already? Well here’s a fourth edition.

We recap Rodman vs. Hennig with the same videos from earlier.

I-Generation World Title: Dennis Rodman vs. Curt Hennig

Hennig is defending and this is an Australian Outback match, which I
think means street fight. Rodman jumps him to start and hits Hennig in
the head with the belt. Curt is busted open so Rodman pounds away at the
cut. We head to the floor with Hennig being rammed into the table. Curt
finds a broomstick and pounds Rodman in the ribs before throwing him over
the announce table. Rodman is rammed through the table and Hennig is
ticked off.

Hennig pounds away on the floor before heading back inside for more
stomping. This is already boring as Rodman can’t do anything but brawling
so there isn’t much to see. Rodman hits him low and knocks Curt to the
floor, only to have the champion come back with chops. Back in for more
chopping but Rodman headbutts the referee for no apparent reason. They



slug it out a bit more and Rodman throws the referee down for a DQ,
making me wonder what an Australian Outback match is.

Rating: D-. Hennig looked good but there’s a reason Rodman is a
basketball player: he doesn’t have much skill as a wrestler. This was yet
another garbage brawl with nothing to see from Rodman. Curt could have
had a good match with an actual wrestler, but that might be interesting
so we can’t have that.

Rodman and Hennig keep brawling after the match but Brute Force (in a
freaking zebra stripe suit) breaks it up.

Hennig is checked in the back and says it’s not over with Rodman.

A four minute highlight package and credits end the show.

Overall Rating: F. Well that was horrible but I can’t say it’s in Heroes
of Wrestling territory. For one thing that show was nearly an hour longer
and had some of the most embarrassing “wrestling” you’ll ever see. This
was terrible stuff too but it wasn’t dragging the business down to never
before seen lows. At the end of the day, this was only an hour and forty
minutes with nearly twenty of that being spent on dancing or video
packages. It’s terrible but it’s not the worst show of all time by a
decent stretch.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete 2001 Monday Night Raw Reviews from Amazon for
just $5 at:

And check out my author page at Amazon with wrestling books as
low as $4 at:


